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Student Team Formation, Management, and Collaboration in
PACE Global SUT Project

Abstract

The General Motors (GM) Company and several of its major partners have set up a consortium called PACE to involve students from several countries in a collaborative design process for vehicles of the future. In this article, we describe the activities of the PACE Global Team 2 on the 2010-2012 sustainable urban transport (SUT) Global Project. Students from six universities in four countries worked closely together and designed a production ready SUT. The PACE Program provided a broad outline for the SUT project at the beginning of the project. Each team was charged to define the specifications for their own project that is compatible to the guidelines set by the PACE Program.

The biggest challenge was in forming a team across various time zones at the beginning of a project. We managed our large team (29 undergraduate students and 5 faculty members) quite successfully using the SMART - Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Timely-methodology of George T. Doran to evaluate our strategic plans and project milestones.

We divided our team into eight groups comprising 4-5 members, having at least one industrial design and one industrial engineering student in each group. We elected a group leader for each development area to help stay focused on the goals. Every two months, each group exchanged results and provided feedback to each other. We set a deadline for each task to enable continuous progress on the project. We used a hypothesis-analysis-feedback process to design the final product. To create a well-designed SUT, six elements were required: Innovative features, Performance, Safety, Market, Plant, Cost.

We communicated using six channels including e-mail, blog, Google Docs, Adobe web conference, social networking system (SNS), and cloud computing. We arranged regular meetings and communicated steadily, using these channels to share ideas and developments in the project. By participating in this project, students learned the process of creating a brand new car constrained to work in a complicated environment. Students also learned how to collaborate with their peers from a different cultural environment residing in different time zones.

Introduction

Universities have the responsibility to educate their engineering students in such a way that they are able to provide effective and responsible solutions to human-social-environmental needs as an individual as well as a member of a team after graduation with a BS degree in engineering. Engineering capstone design projects are typically taught by forming a team of several students from the same discipline. However, it is not enough to make them competent workers in today’s global market or to act as a better workforce. Universities need to prepare students to be able to work in a diversified environment so that they can interact in teams with members of different backgrounds. Universities and industry must work together to identify and eliminate barriers to effective teaming and communication1. Universities can accomplish this task through a
partnership with industry as well as through collaboration with students and faculty members from other universities, both in the US and around the world. This will also fulfill several student outcomes of US ABET engineering accreditation criterion 3 as provided below.

c. an ability to design a system, component, or process to meet desired needs.
d. an ability to function on multi-disciplinary teams.
f. an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility.
g. an ability to communicate effectively.
h. the broad education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global and societal context.

It has been reported that students learn material better when learning takes place in a team context. Team-based learning facilitates the students to build team working skills, enhance communication skills, and develop positive interdependence and accountability. Students also learn the social benefits from working in a group. Most of the studies on team-based learning found in the open literature are related to in a classroom-setting or in a multi-disciplinary team environment within a single university.

Persistent globalization is happening throughout the world especially in the area of product development and marketing. This globalization is reshaping and redefining the world due to its nature of integrating cultures, societies, and economies. Corporations are consistently exploiting their intercultural teams to meet the rising challenges and opportunities of operating on a global scale all over the world. Hence, cross-cultural and remote collaboration in design learning is increasingly becoming important for students to become competitive in the global market. Similarly, scholars from the academia are following these trends in the traditional university educational curricula recognizing the importance of globalization. Therefore, faculty members are trying to prepare students for the global market providing them not only with product design skills but also with skills for intercultural communication and distributed collaboration. Global virtual team-based programs might be scalable programs that can provide students with international and intercultural experiences. Collaborative global teaming projects are less costly for the college as well as for students compared to sending students and faculty overseas. In addition, more students can be accommodated through this method than through many of the other program types. However, very little is documented on virtual global team-based learning challenges and effectiveness in furthering education of engineering students.

Global team design projects take advantage of modern communication technologies to enable students to participate in common design projects with students at other universities. These programs can be small, consisting of only a few students at a couple of universities, to large-scale projects coordinated through multiple universities. Through collaborative global teaming projects, students have the opportunity to interact with students from another country and culture. Depending on the program, students may or may not have the opportunity to meet face to face with their peers at other participating universities. Examples of this type of program include Partners for the Advancement of Collaborative Engineering (PACE) sponsored projects.
As technology opens borders, educational and professional exchange opens minds. In essence, peace and prosperity around the world depend on increasing the capacity of people to think and work on a global and intercultural basis. This paper describes issues and challenges experienced by the team, necessary initiatives to overcome the challenges, and success in the global team design project in a virtual environment in terms of various time zones, languages, and cultures while collaborating and working towards a common goal.

**Background of PACE organization and purpose**

PACE links GM, Autodesk, HP, Oracle, and Siemens as its partners, and 3DConnexion, Altair, ANSYS, CD-adapco, CEI, DCS, DS SIMULIA, dSPACE, GAMMA Technologies, LSTC, MathWorks, MSC Software, RTT, STRATASYS, TRUBIQUITY, and Wacom as its contributors in its global operations to support strategically selected academic institutions worldwide to develop the automotive product lifecycle management (PLM) team of the future. PLM is an integrated parametric-based approach to all aspects of a product's life—from its design inception through its manufacture, marketing, distribution and maintenance, and finally into recycling and disposal.

PACE strives to educate and inspire students on the necessity of global collaboration and to foster awareness of current social and economic pressures. In keeping with these objectives, the PACE Global Leadership Committee (comprising of members from GM, Autodesk, HP, Oracle, and Siemens) defines a product development project each year by providing an industry-like collaborative project experience.

The PACE projects enable students to work in distributed virtual teams, advance their project planning and execution skills, and experience the same challenges that industrial designers, product engineers, and manufacturing engineers encounter in industry. By engaging students in collaborative activities, the projects also stimulate innovation. Students get the opportunity to work with people from other disciplines and present their projects to industry representatives. They also benefit from being exposed to industry work practices prior to entering the workforce.

PACE is currently focusing on the following engineering work practice:

- Planning - concept development
- Styling - conceptualization
- Product engineering - detailed engineering design
- Simulation - validation, optimization
- Manufacturing engineering - tooling, machining, 3D plant layout
- Managed development environment - product data management, supply chain collaboration, digital collaboration)

These work practices are communicated to students through the generous help of PACE partners, contributors, and supporters who provide computer hardware and software, automotive parts, industry projects as well as industrial training to PACE institutions around the world.
Background of SUT project

By 2030, urban areas will be the home for more than 60% of the world’s 8 billion people. Figure 1 shows the projected world population. This will create tremendous pressures in the form of pollution, congestion, energy security, and traffic safety. This will also challenge a public infrastructure that is already struggling to meet the growing demand for transportation and basic services. The megacities will be so dense that the space for the traditional car will rapidly decline. With population increases, global warming, depletion of natural resources, and vastly improved connected networks, the transportation and automotive industries are currently seeking solutions to these challenges by considering alternative modes of mobility.

The PACE global team (composed of GM, Autodesk, HP, Oracle, Siemens, University of Cincinnati, and University of Sao Paulo) announced the 2010-2012 PACE Sustainable Urban Transport (SUT) project with the theme “Facing Global Challenges-Solutions for the Future” in the 2010 PACE Annual Forum in Seoul, Korea. This project addresses the future of urban transportation and encourages students to design and engineer an SUT solution for a specific urban area.

Sustainable mobility refers to any means of transport with low impact on the environment that includes using some combination of walking, cycling, and green vehicles that are fuel-efficient and space-saving. This requires development of new transit oriented systems infrastructure. Thus, sustainable transport systems make a positive contribution to the environmental, social and economic sustainability of the communities they serve. In essence, development of SUT will meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
The thrust of the SUT design process is summarized below:

- Identify student teams at partner universities
- Engage in team building activity to foster collaboration
- Research the location and transportation needs
- Brainstorm solutions with design and engineering teams together
- Decide on alternative SUT concept proposals
- Select a single personal urban mobility solution
- Define the mechanical, electrical, and controls requirements for the selected concept-vehicle technical specification (VTS)
- Define the environment or infrastructure to support the selected personal urban mobility solution

**Formation of Team 2: members, roles, timing**

More than 80 engineering and industrial design students from 28 PACE Institutions undertook the project in the 2010-2011 academic year, forming seven teams. Each team was composed of at least one industrial design institution and a maximum of four engineering institutions. Each team targeted a specific urban area and developed a sustainable transport solution customized for that city. The urban areas selected reflect the geographically diverse nature of the teams: Ahmadabad (India), Seoul (Korea), Shanghai (China), Monterrey (Mexico), and Cincinnati (USA). Each team was responsible for its own team organization, project management, interim deliverables and timeline, communications, and team-building activities. The Global Judging Team (comprising members from GM, University of Cincinnati, and University of Sao Paulo) defined the project deliverables. The judging criteria involved four areas: 1) market research, 2) design, 3) engineering, and 4) manufacturing.

Our team was Team 2, composed of teams from Inha University-Engineering (South Korea), Monash University-Industrial Design (Australia), Northwestern University-Engineering (USA), Hongik University-Industrial Design and Engineering (South Korea), and Tuskegee University-Engineering (USA). Each group had at least one industrial design and one industrial engineering student. Our industry, design, and engineering mentors were selected from GM-Korea, University of Cincinnati, and University of Sao Paulo, respectively. Our targeted city was Seoul, Korea. Seoul was chosen as a target city because it has the features of a megacity. Moreover, Seoul is expected to install electrical charging infrastructure systems in the near future. Existence of wide electrical charging infrastructure is the core requirement for extensive public use of electric cars. Currently, driving low-speed electric cars is permitted on the roads in Seoul. However, there is no standard for batteries or chargers.

**Initial approach to collaboration**

The initial approach to collaboration is presented in Table 1. It was developed with suggestions from the PACE Global Leadership Team as well as the PACE Global Team. However, it was soon determined that this communication format needs to be changed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of Collaboration</th>
<th>Interval</th>
<th>Responsible Team</th>
<th>Target Customer</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PACE Webinar</td>
<td>3 times per project year: kick-off, midterm, and final</td>
<td>PACE Global Leadership Team</td>
<td>Students and Faculty</td>
<td>Discuss overall objectives, review each team’s presentation, provide critical review and feedback, and guide each team in the right direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Call</td>
<td>Bi-Weekly</td>
<td>PACE Global Engineering and Design Team</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Review team progress and provide feedback to the team for better team formation, management, and collaboration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Call</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Student Team and Faculty</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Discuss project update among each members of the team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Call</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Industry mentor</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Discuss project updates, answer questions, give general guidance to the students related to design and engineering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Call</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Team Faculty Members</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Provide leadership to students and teams, create project timelines, and collect presentation materials related to the project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference Call</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Student team leaders</td>
<td>GM mentor and students</td>
<td>Collect questions and concerns from the team and report to the GM mentor. Report back to the team to provide overall guidance to the team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>Whenever needed</td>
<td>Student Team and Faculty</td>
<td>Student Team and Faculty</td>
<td>Students and professors discuss ideas, questions, answers, comments, meeting schedules, design updates, analysis, and progress report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Issues/challenges with the initial approach (First Year)**

Four universities (Tuskegee, Hongik, Inha, and Monash) use the semester system and Northwestern University uses a quarter system. Even for schools using a semester system, the timings are different. For example, spring semester starts in the first week of January at Tuskegee University while it starts in the last week of February at Hongik University. Hence, it was nearly impossible to collaborate with all team members on a weekly basis.
Moreover, it was difficult to find a common time to hold conference calls or web meetings since our universities are located in three subcontinents spanning widely different time zones. There were very few options for a conference call that did not take place between 11:00 pm and 5:00 am for at least one team. Therefore, collaboration through conference calls was not realistic and students lost valuable time without any significant outcome in the project. E-mails were found to be not a realistic substitute for conference calls because students do not check e-mails regularly. Also, large data files needed to be transferred among teams and e-mails were not an appropriate medium for transferring very large files. In one of the meetings, it was suggested that communication via blogs might overcome the deficiencies inherent in communications via conference calls and e-mails. Blogs enable students to share text, information, data, images, or video with their peers through the internet \(^{26-27}\).

**Solution of communication problems**

In January 2011, one student from Monash University started a blog\(^ {28}\) and it was through this blog that most of our team communication was accomplished successfully. Following the creation of the blog, Team 2 worked hard to gain ground on the lost time. During this period, market assessment, product alternatives, engineering analyses, manufacturing assessment, non-functional scale models, and the proposed SUT product was developed. Although the use of the blog enabled us to communicate well, it was found that many postings on the blog were somewhat disconnected from the issues at hand. Hence, we did not want to rely on only a single source of communication tool. We discussed various methods of communication that can be used to improve communication than could be done by the use of blog alone. We decided to explore Google Docs, Web conference, Social Network System (SNS), and Cloud computing as additional methods of communication.

**Changes made to project management in second year**

All teams presented their project work at the 2011 PACE Annual Forum in Vancouver, Canada. Our team was awarded the third and second prize in the market research and design, respectively. More importantly, faculty members and many students had the opportunity to have the first face-to-face meeting at this conference to get to know each other and to plan work schedules for the second year.

During our conversations at Vancouver it was realized that a stronger project management was needed as we began the second year of the project. Our goal was to rank first in at least one category in the next PACE Annual Forum competition. At this time, Aachen University from Germany requested to join our team. Also, Monash University was no longer in our team since the industrial design was finalized during the first year and the focus of the team from Monash University was industrial design. Hence, we had to accommodate some changes in our team structure. Moreover, we had to incorporate the comments made by the judges to improve our project. The judges provided scores on engineering components of our project in a 0 to 5 scale and on manufacturing components in a 0 to 3.5 scale. The engineering components were judged on innovation, vehicle technical specifications (VTS), computer-aided design (CAD) models, computer-aided engineering (CAE) analyses, non-functional physical scale model, team collaboration, and project management. The manufacturing components were judged on
affordability, manufacturing analysis, CAD model, business plan, safety, physical scale model, and team collaboration. We converted these scores on radar charts for easy visualization. The charts also included minimum and maximum scores obtained by other teams for comparison purposes. These charts are presented in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

![Figure 2: Radar Chart of Team 2’s Engineering Points](image)

Students sorted the components of the project to develop the SUT working breakdown structure and organize the work for the second year. This is presented in Figure 4.

![Figure 3: Radar Chart of Team 2’s Manufacturing Points](image)
Students followed the SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Timely) methodology of George T. Doran to manage our tasks successfully. The necessary steps taken to manage the project are given below:

**Management**

**Specific:** We established the need for a specific goal over a more general one. The goal of the second year project was to establish specifications for each component of the SUT shown in Figure 4.

**Measurable:** We decided to measure the following processes that comprise the project.

1. The groups exchanged mid-term results every two months and feedback was provided.
2. We went through three processes: Hypothesis-Analysis-Feedback.
3. Six communication channels were used for collaboration. These were: E-mail, Blog, Google Docs, Web conference, Social Network System (SNS), and Cloud computing.
4. Six elements were required to complete the project. These were: Innovative features, Performance, Safety, Market, Plant, and Cost.

**Assignable:** Each group worked on more than one component to meet the project deadline. The entire team was divided into eight groups comprising 3 to 4 students each group. A team leader for each group was selected by the students of that group in consultation with the faculty member in charge of that group. The team leader was assigned the responsibility to communicate their progress with other team leaders as well as faculty members.
Realistic: Since students lack the skills required to complete all tasks, some realistic constraints were set for the project by the faculty members from the very beginning. Through team conferences, the scopes of the project were slightly adjusted every two months depending on the progress made by the students.

Time-bound: Students also lack the experience to realistically estimate the time needed to accomplish a task. Hence, the faculty members set a time-limit for every task. Frequent meetings were conducted to assess if the project is progressing satisfactorily and in time. For example, group leaders’ meetings were conducted every two weeks, individual group meetings every month, and a conference every two months.

However, in a project of this magnitude, many obstacles were encountered. Nevertheless, by using this SMART management technique, a reasonably efficient working process was established.

Collaboration

Six communication channels were used for this collaboration as described below.

1. E-mail: Students relied on e-mails for announcements, primarily from GM and the faculty members. One example of email communication is shown in Figure 5.

2. Blog: The blog was originated and maintained by one student from Monash University in Australia. An example of a collaboration using blog is shown in Figure 6.
3. **Google Docs**: Students used Google Docs to input the management documents such as Gantt chart. Samples of Google Docs used for collaboration are shown in Figure 7.
4. Web conference: A web conference was held every two months to discuss the progress in the project and provide feedbacks. Aachen University managed the server. An example of collaboration via web conference is presented in Figure 8.

5. Social Networking System (SNS): For real-time communications, students used Facebook. An example of Facebook group page is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Collaboration through Facebook Group Page

6. Cloud computing: Students shared an extensive amount of data through cloud computing by using a shared Dropbox. An example is given in the Figure 10.

Figure 10: Cloud Compounding

Distribution of project activities

To create a well-designed SUT, six elements including Innovative features, Performance, Safety, Market, Plant, and Cost were required. We divided these elements into sub-phases and distributed them among universities is shown in Figure 11. The interaction points between the universities is presented in the Figure 12.
**Engineering part**

**Innovative features**
- Folding Structure
- In-wheel motor
- Steering
- Driving Stability

**Performance**
- Battery
- Motor
- Cooling system
- VVS
- Suspension
- Materials

**Safety**
- Passenger safety
- Bumper
- Side-member
- Door
- Driver’s cab
- Frame
- Body
- Platform

**Manufacturing part**

**Market**
- Market research
- Infra-structure
- STP
- Business plan

**Plant**
- Layout
- Manufacturability
- Site selection
- Flexibility
- Plant safety
- Carbon foot print

**Cost**
- Demand forecasting
- Cost & Profit
- Purchase
- Affordability

---

**Figure 11:** Distribution of SUT Six Elements among Universities

---

**Figure 12:** Working Relationship among Universities
Success and challenges in second year

By the end of the second year, we were successful in developing effective management, collaboration, and design of an SUT in a virtual global team environment. We presented the SUT design at the 2012 PACE Annual Forum at Shanghai, China. Our team was awarded the first prize for the production-ready SUT and outstanding success in collaboration.

Challenges in the second year were much less compared to those faced in the first year. This was primarily due to the use of multiple communication channels in the second year. Management of the project was also much easier because key faculty members were able to meet face-to-face in the PACE Annual Forum at Vancouver. In spite of these, there were minor challenges faced by the students related to semester/quarter system as well as opening and closing time conflicts among the partner universities.

Summary of lessons learned

Based on observations of the SUT team collaboration process, we identified several issues that future teams should take into consideration as they plan collaborative projects. These can be grouped into two categories: 1) establishing and maintaining communication; and 2) creating alignment on deliverables.

Establishing and maintaining communication. Getting people connected is more complicated than sharing email addresses and establishing shared file spaces. Our SUT team created an Excel spreadsheet that listed everyone by group, with e-mail addresses, and this spreadsheet was shared by e-mail. However, even after a few weeks, not everyone seemed to be receiving and responding to e-mails. During this initial period of getting connected, the students were less productive since it was difficult to know what the other teams were doing. Once the use of multiple communication channels, especially SNS, was added, collaboration improved.

An approach to try in the future would be to assign one person from each participating group to begin acting immediately as the Primary Contact in charge of connecting to the other groups. These Primary Contacts can start communicating through email to make sure that information is being shared. At the same time, they can also identify what other communication approaches will be used and set those up.

It also helps to define different collaboration channels for different tasks, to take advantage of the strengths of different tools, as well as adapt to students’ work styles. The channels used by Team 2 in the second year are summarized below in Table 2.
Table 2: The channels used by Team 2 in the second year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-mail</td>
<td>Announcements from GM and faculty members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog</td>
<td>Conversations about the design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Docs</td>
<td>Management documents, such as Gantt charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web conference</td>
<td>Bi-monthly status updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Networking System (SNS)</td>
<td>Real-time communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud computing (Dropbox)</td>
<td>File sharing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Creating alignment on deliverables.** It is important to align the entire team as early as possible, and to encourage use of the collaboration tools. By defining a deliverable early in the process, it will encourage everyone to get to work quickly and to share that work using the collaboration tools. It also gives each group within the collaboration a chance to calibrate their work. When the groups have different backgrounds and experiences, they tend to interpret the nature of the deliverable differently. An early comparison allows the groups to come to a common understanding which will help them to be more consistent as they move through the project.

In addition, creating frequent deliverables helps to push teams to continue making progress, as they also develop a common approach to sharing their information. It is not enough to simply schedule periodic conference calls or video meetings. Each group should also prepare material to share at that meeting. The content and the format of the material should be clearly defined in advance. Identifying how and where the material should be shared before the meeting, if applicable, will also enable the team to manage the project effectively.

In the first year of the SUT project, the members of Team 2 shared their progress through the blog, but there were no formal interim deliverables prior to the final paper and presentation for the annual forum. When different groups within Team 2 began to combine their materials to create these deliverables, it took a lot of effort to create something cohesive. In the second year, we added web conferences every two months. For these conferences, the teams each created presentations to share their progress, and these were posted to Dropbox as well as shared during the web conference. This made it easier for the teams to share different formats for visualizing the information, as well benchmark their own level of contribution.

**Conclusion**

The process of making an automobile is, by necessity, a multi-disciplinary collaboration. Our team had members from three disciplines: mechanical engineering, industrial engineering, and industrial design. By participating in this project, students learned the process of creating a brand new car constrained to work in a complicated environment. Students also learned how to collaborate with their peers from a different cultural environment residing in different time zones.

It was observed that the SMART management technique, if applied appropriately, can be an effective management tool. In the design process, students were able to incorporate a variety of computer-aided engineering tools available through the PACE program. By working on this
design project, students also learned about aspects of various manufacturing techniques associated with building an automobile.
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